Abstract. Certain ZS n -modules related to the kernels of incidence maps between types in the poset defined by the natural product order on the set of n-tuples with entries from {1,..., m} are studied as linear codes (when coefficients are extended to an arbitrary field K). Their dimensions and minimal weights are computed. The Specht modules are extremal among these submodules. The minimum weight codewords of the Specht module are shown to be scalar multiples of poly tabloids. A generalization of t-design arising from the natural permutation S n -modules labelled by partitions with m parts is introduced. A connection with Reed-Muller codes is noted and a characteristic free formulation is presented. This paper has two purposes, the second of which grew naturally out of the first. Our first purpose is to fill a number of gaps in [11] (cf. Remarks 2.7, 2.13). The second purpose is to point out and extend certain connections between combinatorial t-designs, representations of the symmetric group S n labelled by 2-part partitions, and the classical Reed-Muller codes.
).
There are three equivalent ways we think about the basis underlying a natural permutation S n -module. The most combinatorial mode is flags or tabloids. A flag F with (at most) m parts is a totally ordered collection (F 1 ,..., F m ) of m subsets of {1,..., n} such that {1,..., n} = F 1 > • • • > F m . The type of F is the partition typ(F) of n with t-th term |AF t | where AF t = F t \F t+1 for 1 < t < m and AF m = F m . There is a natural (partial) ordering of flags given by F < G whenever F t C G t for each t. It is easy to see that this partially ordered set is a lattice and The more algebraic mode is to use monomials. A monomial of degree at most m in each variable is an element of Z[x 1 ,..., x n ] of the form Px is-1 where 1 < i s < m. Each such monomial is associated with the unique flag F where F t = {s \ i s > t -1}. Define the type of a monomial by means of this correspondence and observe the relation "is a multiple of" corresponds to <.
The most succinct mode is sequences. An n-tuple i = (i 1 , i 2 , • • •, i n ) with entries from {1,..., m} is associated with the monomial Px is-1 (and so also with a flag). Define the type of a sequence by this correspondence, too. Moreover under this correspondence, "is a multiple of" becomes the natural product order < n : 48 
Background

Notation
LIEBLER AND ZIMMERMANN which we denote by < provided that there is no danger of confusion. Note that infimum i n j and supremum i U j of i and j are given explicitly by If the sets AF t are being emphasized rather than F t , the term tabloid rather than flag is used. For instance, the flag F = {{1,..., 8}, {2, 4, 6, 8}, {4, 8}} of type (4, 2 2 ) corresponds to the (3-rowed) tabloid and denote by 0 the least element (1,...,1) of this lattice. For instance, the above flag F corresponds to the sequence (1, 2, 1, 3, 1, 2, 1, 3) which we abbreviate to 12131213 when there is no danger of confusion.
Let B = B n,m denote this lattice of n-tuples on the set {1,..., m} (alias flags, tabloids, or monomials). We will use standard lattice theoretic terminology freely, for example a coatom of [0, j] is a maximal element among those strictly less than j.
The symmetric group S n acts as an automorphism group on the lattice (B,<) by place permutation cf. [10, 3.4.5] : (i 1 ,... ,i n )P = (i (1) P ,• • •, i (n)P ) for all P € S n . For each partition v of n into m parts, the elements B v of B having type v form an S n -orbit under the above operation. By linear extension of the action of S n on B, the free Zmodule ZB with distinguished orthonormal basis B is a right ZS n -module. Denote the associated nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form by (,), so (i, j) = 6 i,j where 6 denotes the Kronecker delta. Now S n acts as a group of orthogonal linear transformations on ZB. The decomposition is an ZS n -module decomposition. The ZS n -module ZB v is the natural permutation S nmodule of type v [7, 17.4] .
In spite of equation (1) 
(3) Let u denote the Mobius function on (B, <):
Proof: If i < j then observe that for every positive integer s, the number of digits 1,..., s occuring in i is not less than the number of digits 1,..., s occuring in j. Hence, A < v. Conversely we may take i and j as the lexicographically least sequences of type v resp. A. Thus A < v implies i < j. To prove part 2 observe that two distinct sequences of type v belong to the same S n -orbit and are thus <-incomparable (cf. [10, 3.4.4] ). Finally, part 3 follows from the fact that the Mobius function is multiplicative on any product order and < is composed of n linear orders (cf. [10, 2.2] ). D
Pure submodules and Z-homomorphisms
As mentioned in the introduction, the ZS n -endomorphisms of ZB are of central interest to us. Although our use of Z-pure ZS n -submodules is not new (one can find their implicit use in lines -13 to -7 on page 219 of [2] ), we wish to emphasize it because we feel that this is the best available setting for the interplay of algebraic and combinatorial methods. A Z-submodule P of the finitely generated Z-module M is called pure [3, 16.15 ] if the quotient module M/P is torsion free. This is equivalent to the condition that m € P whenever 0 = t e Z, m e M and tm e P. In [13] this concept is phrased as "P has index 1 in M". Lemma 2.2 Let Q be the field of rational numbers and K an arbitrary field.
(1) The intersection of two pure submodules and the kernel of a Z-homomorphism P between finitely generated free Z-modules are pure. 
Proof:
The first statement follows from the definition and the fact that Z is an integral domain. The second claim appears in [3, 16.16, 16 .17], (and follows directly from the structure theorem for finitely generated modules over a principle ideal domain). The third is immediate from the second and appears in [3,16.19 ]. In part four, N L = n n€N ker(*,n) is pure by the first claim. The form (,) extends to a nondegenerate K-form, and so N LL extends to the same K-space as the smallest pure submodule containing N. Now apply the third part.
The incidence maps ^ and V£ € Hom(ZB v , ZB) and the projection maps P L 6
Hom(ZB, ZB A ) are defined by:
for n 6 B v , i € B. In the case v = £ being of particular importance we obtain by Lemma 2.1:
The first assertion is immediate since S n acts as an automorphism group on the lattice (B, <). Assertions 2 and 3 follow from Lemma 2.2 and linear algebra and amount to the observation that P L P v and P v P L resp. P L C v and P v C L are adjoint maps with respect to the form {,}. D
We next identify the ZS n -submodule of ZB that supports representations dominating the representation labelled by A. The stabilizer of 1 e B A in S n , (S n ) l := {a e S n \1a = 1} is the Young subgroup associated with 1. If 1' is a second sequence satisfying 1 = |A1 i n A1' J | for all nodes (i, j) in the diagram of A, then 1' has type A' and is called a conjugate of 1 [11] . Here Al t is defined as AL t where L is the flag corresponding to 1. For A proper, define
In view of the fact that the Specht module S A (as defined below) is generated by Apolytabloids [7] , the LL that appears in this definition could be omitted. The careful reader will further note that the assumption that A be proper is really driven by equation (2) below and not essential now.
The (integral) Specht module S x : = P L (ZB KL ) is the central object of study in the module theoretic approach to the symmetric group [7] . In this theory James defines a sequence of modules S L,V when A t < v t for all t > 1. These (integral) James modules can be expressed in the above language as (n kl 'ZS n ) LL where n € B v is obtained from 1 by lowering entries from (only) the first row of 1. An important result of [7] gives an algorithm for finding a submodule series of an arbitrary James module whose terms are Specht modules when coefficients are extended to a field K. This result holds also over Z. Proof: ZB kL is pure by Lemma 2.2.4, so part one follows from the fact that K l' p = P -1 Kl'P for any P € S n . For the second part, note that if L j E, J E B v and 1' is of type A' then the fact that{,} is S n -invariant, implies (P(x),J kl '} = {P(X)KJ',J} = ($(xK|<)j) = 0, by choice of </> and Equation (2) . The second part follows. Part three appears in [8, 1.4.20] .
By Lemma 2.2.3, it suffices to establish the final assertion when coefficients are extended to the field Q of rationals. The second equality follows from the fact that Tr^V" = 0 unless £ > v. By Lemma 2. that have a ij elements from the j-th row of n in the i-th row of m. James [7, Theorem 13.13] asserts that these maps (followed by the canonical projection P: QB u -> S u ) form a Q-basis of HomQs n (QB v , S u ). Now James' result implies that P = 0 is a Q-linear combination of maps of the form PCA. Consequently V A (M) = 0 for some such matrix A. Argue that this is impossible by induction on the number of distinct partitions v [k] . In the initial case u = v, A Jfr u, does not arise. In the general case, the choice of M in ker P E C v for all A £ £ implies that A >v [2] . The result follows by replacing v with v [2] and applying the induction hypothesis. In order to argue inductively we require a "branching" result. For this, let v(t) be the partition obtained from v by replacing v t by v t -1 unless v t = 0 when v(t) is the partition of 0. Now define the natural ZS n-1 -epimorphism P T :
..,j n-1 ) if j n = t and to 0 otherwise. The (integral) James module S x ' v is possibly proper submodule of ZB" K\ . The programs of Eidt [6] provide a starting point of this paper with the following explicit example that KB V K\ may properly contain the James module 5 Ai " when v^ > A 2 and X t < v t for all t > 1. Set v = (2 3 ), A' = (2 2 ,1 2 ), n = 112233, 1' = 121234, and k = 121342. Then n/t fc = 112233 -211233 -132231 + 231231 is a generator of KB"KX, but nK k is not contained in S Ai " -n.KiiKS n . This shows that[11, 2.5, 2.6] are incorrect for the James modules.
Partial orders and parity checks
By extending coefficients to a (finite) field K, the module ZB V KL and each of its submodules can be viewed as a linear code in KB V whose block length is the cardinality of B v and where distance is measured relative to the distinguished basis B v . In order to establish lower bounds on the minimum distance of these codes, we construct parity checks with disjoint support in all characteristics. For this purpose the characteristic functions of subsets of elements of the lattice introduced at the beginning of this section are ideal. The simplest possible decoding method (cf. Corollary 3.3) appears in case the partitions v and A have just two parts and is discussed in Section 3. The first step is to decompose the images of P L and P L into partial sums. Let i, j € B and define By abuse of notation we also use P v (i, j) and C v (i, j) to denote the sum of all elements in P v (i, j) and C v (i, j), respectively. It will always be clear from the context whether we use P v (i, j) and P v (i, j) as sets or as elements of ZB v .
Lemma 2.8 Let i, j 6 B. If i < j then {n i < n, typ(n) = v] is a disjoint union of sets
Pi/(k, j) taken over all k € [i, j].
Theorem 2.9 Let i, j e B with i < j.
Proof: While the first assertion follows from Lemma 2.8, the second assertion is obtained from the first by Mobius inversion. To prove assertion 3 we conclude from Lemma 2. Assertions similar to Theorem 2.9.1 and 2.9.2 also hold for ty and \f. The following direct consequence of Lemma 2.10 is remarkably useful.
Lemma 2.11 If L,£ > v, L $> £ and c € ZB
V KL , then one of the following holds:
(2) Take j 6 B* for which (P v P e (j), c) = 0 and take t such that 1 < t < £' 1 Proof: Suppose 1. fails and take j and t as in 2. For 6 € {0,..., C t+1 } let E(6) be the partition obtained from £ by replacing E t with E t + E t+1 -6 and replacing E t+1 with 8. The set equals the interval [k, j] . But the latter is a Boolean lattice and so u(i, j) = 0 for all i 6 I t (j). Moreover by Lemma 2.10,
L . Hence the hypothesis (P v P e (j), c) = 0 implies that P v (i, j) = 0 for all i e [k, j). The result follows.
Corollary 2.12 Let L = (n). For each sequence j of type A, the set P L,L (j) equals
and is thus a set of 2 n-A1 -1 parity checks contained in (S L ) X orthogonal on j.
2-part partitions
The above machinery has natural application to combinatorial designs. We pause to make this connection explicit because it motivates the more elaborate arguments to come. The initial cases of these inductive arguments also appears in this section. Throughout this section K denotes an arbitrary field, m = 2 and v = (n -k,k), X = (n -l, l) partitions with two parts satisfying 0 < l < k < n/2. Each sequence j e Bv is identified with the k-set of positions where j has entries 2. (Equivalently, the tabloid j is identified with the k-set that is its second row.) With this identification, the natural product order < of the lattice (B, <) is set inclusion.
We begin with an example. Let L = v = (4, 3). Then KBX can be regarded as the set of K-linear combinations of the 3-sets of {1,..., 7}. Corollary 2.12 provides seven parity checks for the Specht module SL orthogonal on 567. Namely: It is well known [8] that SL has dimension 14. Since BL has cardinality 35, SL is a (35, 14)-code. We will show in Theorem 3.1 that SL has minimum distance 8. This code is very easy to implement because each message symbol can be correctly decoded by a simple majority vote of such parity checks (cf. Corollary 3.3).
A Fano plane is a 2-design with parameters (7, 3, 1) . It is easy to show that any two Fano planes are isomorphic and have full automorphism group of order 168. Therefore a given 7-set supports 7!/168 = 30 different Fano planes. The difference of the characteristic functions of any two Fano planes on the same 7-set is an element of SL. It follows from Corollary 3.2 that any Fano plane is uniquely constructible from any 4 (but not any 3) lines.
In the final section we will show how SL considered as binary code is obtainable as a truncation of the classical binary Reed-Muller code R(3, 7) with parameters (128, 99, 8) and investigate more elaborate combinatorial structures that extend the connections illustrated by this example to partitions with more than 2 parts. Proof: Suppose S' is a second t-design sharing all but 2 t -1 blocks with S. By assumption, S' has the same parameters t, v, b and k as S, so the parameter conditions [12, 2.5.10] imply that they have the same parameter A as well. Consequently the difference of their characteristic functions in ZB (v-k,k) is in the kernel of the incidence map to t-sets. Thus
, by Theorem 2.4.4, and by construction has weight < 2 t -1 + 2 t -1, contrary to Theorem 3.1. D
Remarkably enough this result is, in some sense, best possible. Indeed, consider the sum S € ZB (4, 3) of the 7 lines of your favorite Fano plane. Let a be any transposition in the symmetric group S 7 . Then S s is again a Fano plane on the same points but with a slightly different line set and S -S a is of weight 8 in the Specht module ZB (4, 3) K (4, 3) . Theorem 3.5 implies that this difference is a polytabloid.
Corollary 3.3 The code S
L is fully threshold decodable.
Proof: Let c be a codeword of S A with l-set j involved in c. For [0, j] is a Boolean lattice, u(i, j) = 0 for all i e [0, j]. Hence, Corollary 2.12 yields a set P A,A (J) of 2 l -1 parity checks orthogonal on j. But S n acts as an automorphism group on the product order <. So [P L,A (J)] P is a set of 2 l -1 parity checks orthogonal on J P , for each P € S n . Since B L is an S n -orbit and S A has minimum distance 2 l by Theorem 3.1, the result follows from the definition of threshold decoding (see [ 12, p. 395] 
for details). D
The last result (and method) goes back at least to Wong [ 14] in the binary case. Corollary 5.7 gives a multi-step majority decoding algorithm for KB V KL that extends the Reed algorithm and the geometric view of the classical Reed-Muller codes. and so
Therefore j (k) and j (l) are both involved in c and in P L (J (k) n j (x) , j (x) ), contrary to the uniqueness assertion for j (x) . Part two follows. Now let 1 6 [0, j)\C, and fix an atom a 6 [1, j], i.e., a minimal element of (1, j] . Hence a = 1U {p'} for some p'. Since j n j (a) = a, there exist coatoms k e [0, j] and i € [0, j (a) ] such that k n a=1 = i n a. In particular, by part one, j (k) = js K , S k = (p' k , P k ) as above. So p' e j, k n a = 1 and j = k U {p k } imply p' = Pk.
Replacing in part one j by j (a) yields a unique l-set y involved in c so that j (a) n y = i and y = j (a) s for some transposition a. In particular, j (a) = i U {p'} for some p'. But i n a = 1 implies p k E i and so it follows from a C j (a) that p' = p k . Hence, a = (p, p k ) and so y = i U {p} for some p.
Claim that s = s k . Indeed, suppose p = p' k . By induction, j (a) = jS a , where a a is the product of all transpositions a x as x varies over all coatoms of [a, j]. But part two shows that a k commutes with each o x , x coatom of [a, j], and so p' k E j (a) D i. Hence, y n j (k) = (i U {p}) n (k U {p' k }) = (i n k) U ({p} n k). Moreover, y n j = (i U {p}) n (k U {p k }) = (i n k) U ({p} n k) since p k E i as shown above. Thus y n j = y n J (k) and hence j and j (k) belong both to P L (y n j, y) contradicting the uniqueness assertion for y. Therefore a = a k .
Finally claim that y n j = 1 and y = js l . Indeed, since p' k E k and j (a) = i U {p k } as shown above, y n j = (i U {p' k }) n (k U {p k }) = i n k. But 1 C i n k C j (a) n j = a and p k € a\(i U k) and so i n k = 1. Moreover, k n a = 1, the definition of s l , and the induction hypothesis on j 
Minimum weight words and polytabloids
We now consider the modules KB V KL , K an arbitrary field, as linear codes in KB V . It is conceivable that the minimum weight of KB v KL be strictly less than the minimum weight of ZB v KL because the latter might have a word with many (but not all!) coordinates divisible by the characteristic of K. The fact that this is not the case, may be the first clue that these codes are not "good codes".
The first part of this section determines the minimum weight words in the Specht modules, Theorem 4.4. Lemma 4.1 shows how to use Lemma 3.4 to associate a tableau to c e S L whenever equality holds for each t in Corollary 2.12. We then describe an algorithm that constructs a set of (t + 1) At+1 sequences involved in c that agree in all positions except at their entries t + 1. When applied to minimal weight elements of S L equality is forced to hold for each t in Corollary 2.12.
The last part of this section uses Theorem 4.4 as the basis of an inductive argument that shows the minimal weight of KB v Kx depends only on A. In this argument we make essential use of the fact that we have resisted the temptation to force v to be proper in the forgoing discussion. Proof: Suppose j is involved in c with coefficient 1. For every t, 1 < t < L' 1 , we may invoke Lemma 3.4 with I t (j) (cf. proof of Lemma 2.11) instead of [0, j] to construct a partial sum c (t) of 2 At+1 sequences involved in c which turns out to be a polytabloid for some (A t , A t+1 )-tableau T t when puncturing, i.e., deleting all positions with entries 1,..., t -1, t + 2,..., L' 1 . Clearly we may choose T t so that x is in the first row of T t if and only if j has entry t at position x.
Construct a L-tableau T from the given tableaux T t as follows: Let the next to the last and the last row of T be the first resp. second row of T L'1 -1 . The choice of the tableaux T t assures that the first row of T L'1-1 and the second row of T L'1-2 coincide up to some row permutation. Now permute the columns of T L'1-2 so that the first row of T L'1-1 coincides entry by entry with the second row of the permuted T L'1-2 and take the first row of the permuted T L'1-2 as the third to the last row of T. By proceeding in this way, obtain a A-tableau T. Since all of this started from a fixed j, T is well-defined.
Suppose E is the set of all permutations in the column group of T fixing all numbers of T up to those in rows t and t + 1 as t varies. Hence, by construction, Therefore, C (s) = c (s) and C (t) and c (t) have disjoint support when s = t. Conclude from (4) and (5) that for every a & E, jss 0 is involved in c with coefficient sgn(s 0 s).
Since E generates the column group of T we may apply the above argument to show by induction on the number of generators that all sequences involved in PT are involved in c, too. Now the proof is complete. D
It is now time to present the algorithm that is used to "fatten up" c € S A so that Lemma 4.1 applies. The algorithm makes heavy use of Corollary 2.12. We first illustrate the idea by an example:
Suppose j = 11111222233344 is involved in c 6 S( 5,4,3,2 ). From j (0) := j we may construct in turn sequences j (l+1) involved in c whose entries t + 1 are located at positions at which j has entries t-l(l < t < 3). The overwritten (t+1)'s will then fill the vacant spots, e.g., j
(1) = 22221333144111, j (2) = 33321442122111, and j (3) = 44321332122111. We may modify this construction to leave one or both entries 4 at their positions. For instance, we may obtain from j in turn l (1) = 22221333141114 by fixing the second 4 at the last LIEBLER AND ZIMMERMANN summed over all a 6 E fixing all entries of T outside of rows t and t + 1. Now let s 0 £ E, s 0 = 1, fixing all numbers of T up to those in rows s and s + 1. Since JS 0 is involved in c we may similarly construct for every i, 1 < t < A' 1 , a partial sum C (t) of sequences involved in c which is a polytabloid for some (A t , A t+1 )-tableau when deleting all positions with entries 1,... ,t-1, t+2,...,L' 1 . But Js 0 is involved in c with coefficient sgn(S 0 ) and so we obtain position, 1 (2) = 33321422121114, and 1 (3) = 34321312121114. For our purposes it is irrelevant which positions with entries t are replaced by (t + 1)'s. When the construction (and notation) appearing the proof of Lemma 4.2 is applied to this example one obtains the sequences: (t = 3) j (1) = k (3, 3) , j (2) = k (2, 2) , j (3) = k (1, 1) , l (1) = k (3, 4) , 1 (2) = k (2, 4) , and l (3) = k (1, 4) . We recursively construct a sequence k (0) := j, K (1) ,..., k (t+1-yq) =: k-of elements involved in c each of which has the following properties:
We must verify that k (t+1) := x (t+1) fulfills the assertions A i+1 , for i = 1, 2, 3. The construction ensures that x (t) ,...,x (t+1) coincide at all positions with entries > t + 1. Hence, by A 1 and part (i), k (t+1) satisfies A i+1 .
In view of A 2 , k (l) contains all its entries t at positions at which j has entries t -L. Thus by part (i), X t+1 = X L \Y i = 0 is the set of all positions at which k (t+1) has entries t + 1 and j contains (t -l)'s. Thus in view of the definition of Y L , z (s+1) is a |X i+1 |-tuple. Hence A L+1 follows.
Finally, k (l) and x (t'+1) coincide at all positions with entries < t' + 1, while k (t+1) and x (t') coincide at all positions with entries > t' + 1 (t < t' < t). Hence part (ii) shows that k (l+1) has all entries t' + 1 at positions at which k
This completes the construction of the sequence k (0) , k (1) ,..., k (t+1-yq) . All that remains is to verify that k^ := k (t+1-yq) satisfies assertions 1 and 2. The verification of A l+1 shows that k-satisfies assertion 1. But the above construction shows that Y t+1-ys is the set of positions at which k-has entries t + 1 and j has entries y s for 1 < s < q. (Moreover, the remaining (t + 1)'s of k-are located at positions at which j has entries y q .) Hence assertion 2 follows. 
Designs
Recall that a combinatorial t-design is a collection of k-sets of an n-set with the property that each t-set (t < k < n/2) is contained in a constant number A of elements of the collection. It is well known [12, 21.9 ] that the characteristic function of the set of blocks of a t-design has trival projection into the first through t-th representation (eigen) spaces of the Johnson Scheme J(n, k). In contrast to the Johnson scheme, the incidence maps associated with partitions having more than two parts arise in Hom Zsn (ZB, ZB) as presented in Section 2. The analogous representations of Hom Zsn (ZB v , ZB v ) are however not totally ordered in a natural way as in J(n, k). Instead the total order for J(n, k) extends to the domination partial order.
In an effort to extend the combinatorial interpretation illustrated at the beginning of Section 3, we are led to identify an element of ZB v having all coordinate values in {0,1} with the set of flags in its support and to make: Some r-designs of higher type that are not just "warmed over" t-designs come from finite geometry. For example, the incident line, plane pairs in the projective geometry PG(n, q) form a 1 2 -design of type q 2 ,q + 1. Also, a resolvable 2-design with t + 1 blocks of size k per parallel class is equivalent to a 0 t-1 , 2-design of type k t . It would be of desirable to have a wider variety of examples of higher type designs, but we suspect that they may be even more rare than t-designs.
Motivated by the fact that every t-design is automatically a t -1-design [12, Thm. 2.9], we ask when a T-design is also a u-design, u > T. This leads to the study of the basic relations and structure constants of Hom Zsn (ZB, ZB) viewed as a combinatorial object. This study is certainly not as straightforward as in case m = 2. For example, the incidence maps and projections defined in section 2 do not span an algebra. Indeed, the intervals , so
v) is balanced and S is a T-design of type v. Then S is a u-design of type v and X u = L T a u,T /a u,T,V is integral, where
Proof: There exists a flag M (t) of type u (t) so that its first t -1 parts coincide with T and its parts t + s coincide with M for all s > 0. 
D
The required list of "E-shadows" in Theorem 5.5 is much to large. At least the C for which there is a £ such that (C, C, v) is balanced are unnecessary. Exactly what a minimal sufficient list might be is a very interesting question.
Codes
As already noted at the beginning of Section 4, because our codes are defined over Z, it would be surprising if they had excellent error correction properties. If these codes are of practical value it must be because of a simple decoding procedure. None the less, they are closely related to the widely used Reed Muller codes and we take this opportunity to make this point.
Adopt the "algebraic mode" of presenting the natural permutation representations of S n from Section 2. <m is associated with the sequence n = (n 1 ,..., n n ) and the associated tabloid has s-th part {j |n j = s}. The type of n is v where v s = \{j \ n j = s}\.
The degree d(v) = E(i-1)v i of p(n), n € B v , depends only on v (and equals the length of a covering chain from (n) to v in the domination poset of partitions of n). Unfortunately, the possible types v for which d(v) = k do not seem easy to describe in general and consequently clear connections with, for example, the polynomial codes of Kasami, Lin and Peterson [9] are awkward to establish. However, because the number of parts in a partition is bounded by m in this discussion, we are able to make some connections.
The incidence map C v defined in Section 2.2 takes n € B v to the sum of all sequences that are termwise, less than or equal to n (or equivalently, all sequences where j appears in a part no higher than n j ). These sequences are algebraically enumerated by the product:
( <m may be identified with the group algebra ZC n . In case m is prime, a t-flat [1,13.7.4 ] is a coset of a subgroup of C n having order m t . It is helpful to extend this geometric language to the general case. For each subset T C {1,... ,n} of cardinality t, define the associated coordinate t-space to be C(P teT x m-1 ) = P(P If m is prime and K = GF(m) be the Galois field with m elements, then Theorem 5.6.2 implies that E r ® Z K contains the m-ary (n -r -1)-th order Euclidean geometry code over K [1, 13.7 .1], Of course the Euclidean Geometry codes are well studied in their own right and they admit a multistep majority decoding scheme that yields complete decoding in case m = 2 [5] . It is quite instructive to compare this scheme with our poset approach. In case m = 2 = \K\, the code is the classical Reed Muller code and the two approaches coincide.
Corollary 5.7 Let m = 2 and K be an arbitrary field. Then the code E r ® z K admits a complete (n -r)-step majority decoding scheme.
Proof: Since the partitions of n into at most two parts form a totally ordered set and so v > w(r) if and only if w(r) £ v, so Theorem 2.4.4 implies that E r = ZBK (n-r,r) . The global version of the parity checks defined in Lemma 2.10 have coordinates in {0, 1} and so are the same in all characteristics. D
